ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a paradigm for designing multimodal dialogue systems. An example system task of the system is to retrieve particular information about different shops in the Tokyo Metropolitan area, such as their names, addresses and phone numbers. The system accepts speech and screen touching as input, and presents retrieved information on a screen display. The speech recognition part is modeled by the FSN (finite state network) consisting of keywords and fillers, both of which are implemented by the DAWG (directed acyclic word-graph) structure. The number of keywords is 306, consisting of district names and business names. The fillers accept roughly 100,000 non-keywords/phrases occurring in spontaneous speech. A variety of dialogue strategies are designed and evaluated based on an objective cost function having a set of actions and states as parameters. Expected dialogue cost is calculated for each strategy, and the best strategy is selected according to the keyword recognition accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in the field of spoken natural language understanding has expanded the scope of spoken language systems to include a number of dialogue strategies. Currently, there are no agreed-upon theoretical foundations for the design of such systems. In the present work, we therefore define a dialogue system as a system that attempts to achieve an application goal in an efficient way through a series of interactions with the user. We show that by quantifying the cost for achieving the application goal in terms of an objective function, the dialogue strategy for a given application can be optimized as a function of the keyword recognition accuracy.

We have recently proposed an efficient method for large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition, using a compact data structure and an efficient search algorithm [1]. The data structure was modeled by DAWG (directed acyclic word-graph) [2] for reducing the search space. The search algorithm composed of forward search and traceback can obtain N-best hypotheses using the DAWG structure. This method is used in this work to build the speech recognition part of a multimodal dialogue system for information retrieval.

2. DIALOGUE SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 Overall Structure

An example system task of the dialogue system is the retrieval of particular information about different shops in the Tokyo Metropolitan area, such as their names, addresses and phone numbers. The system accepts speech and screen touching as input, and presents retrieved information on the screen display or by synthesized speech as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Dialogue system structure

2.2 Acoustic Modeling

Task-independent triphone HMMs were constructed as acoustic models by using phonetically-balanced sentence utterances and dialogue utterances spoken by 53 male speakers. The total length of the training utterances was roughly 20 hours.
2.3 Language Modeling

The decoder is modeled by the FSN (finite state network) consisting of keywords and fillers, both of which are implemented by the DAWG structure. The filler networks are made to accept various non-keywords and phrases. Figure 2 outlines the basic network structure. The number of keywords is 306, consisting of district names and business names. In order to accept utterances having no district names or having repetitions of district and/or business names, the actual FSN is constructed as shown in Fig. 3.

![Diagram of basic network for recognizing inquiry utterances](image)

**Fig. 2.** Basic network for recognizing inquiry utterances

![Diagram of actual network for recognizing inquiry utterances](image)

**Fig. 3.** Actual network for recognizing inquiry utterances

Figure 4 presents an example of the DAWG structure, which represents a word/phrase set K. The DAWG structure features two advantages. First, it significantly reduces the search space compared with the tree structure. Second, words and phrases can be easily added to and removed from the graph [3]. Using the latter feature, various non-keywords and phrases observed in training utterances were easily included in fillers. The fillers accept roughly 100,000 non-keywords/phrases occurring in spontaneous speech.

3. DIALOGUE SYSTEM FORMATION

We formalize a dialogue system by describing it in terms of a state space, an action set, and a strategy. The basic idea is similar to the approach proposed by Levin et al. [4] The state of a dialogue system represents all of the knowledge the system has about internal and external resources with which it interacts. For our simple task, the state of the system includes only two entries: the district and business names, whose values can be either empty or filled through interaction with the user. The action set of the dialogue system includes all possible actions it can perform, inclusive of interactions with the user. For our task, the action set consists of 15 actions:

- 0. An open-ended question to the user for the value of the district and business names
- For the district name:
  1. Displaying the top hypothesis
  2. Displaying the next hypothesis
  3. Displaying the 2nd - 10th hypotheses
  4. Displaying the top 10 hypotheses
  5. A question to the user asking for the value of the district name
  6. A request to the user to choose Yes/No
  7. A request to the user to choose the correct hypothesis or “None”
- For the business name:
  8 - 15. Same as above

A dialogue strategy specifies a series of actions to be invoked. For our task, we propose four strategies constructed by combining various actions as presented in Fig. 5. In this work, the district and business names are always confirmed in this order following the first utterance of each speaker. For example, Strategy 1 is made up of a series of the following actions as noted in Fig. 5:

1. An open-ended question to the user (Action 0).
2. Displaying the top hypothesis of the district name (Action 1).
3. A request to the user to choose Yes/No (Action 6).
4. If the choice is “Yes” (The top hypothesis is correct.), the strategy proceeds to the business name confirmation.
5. If it is “No” (The top hypothesis is incorrect.), the 2nd - 10th hypotheses are displayed (Action 3).
6. A request to the user to choose the correct hypothesis or “None”
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**Fig. 4.** DAWG (directed acyclic word-graph) structure for a word/phrase set K

K={a, ade, adf, bc, bcd, bhe, gh}  : Terminal node
(Action 7).
(7) If the correct hypothesis is chosen, the strategy proceeds to the business name confirmation.
(8) If “None” is chosen (No hypothesis is correct.), the user is asked to say the district name (Action 5), and the strategy proceeds to (2).

Strategy 1:

Strategy 2:

Strategy 3:

Strategy 4:

Fig. 5. Dialogue strategies

4. DIALOGUE SYSTEM EVALUATION

We assume that the goal of a dialogue system is to achieve an application goal in an efficient way through a series of interactions with the user. We propose evaluating the system utilizing an objective cost function having a set of actions and states as parameters:

\[
Cost = E \left\{ \sum_s C(a,s) \right\} 
\]

\( C(a,s) \): expected cost for action \( a \) in state \( s \)

\( C(a,s) \) consists of three cost terms:

\( W_i \): hearing/reading the instructions and questions

\( W_s(S_p + C_p) \): speaking and waiting for recognition

results

\( S_p, C_p \): duration of speaking and waiting

\( W_c <\text{choices}> \): selecting one from the choices and touching

Therefore, the expected dialogue cost for achieving an application goal is written by

\[
Cost = k_i W_i + k_s W_s + k_c W_c
\]

where \( k_i, k_s \) and \( k_c \) are determined according to the strategy. This paradigm allows us to objectively evaluate and compare different strategies and different systems for a specific application.

5. EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS

Speech recognition experiments were performed using 104 utterances spoken by each of eight male speakers. The recognition rates are given in Table 1. The ratio of correct keywords being included in the top 10 candidates for each utterance was 95.2\% on average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Top</th>
<th>Top 5</th>
<th>Top 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District names</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business names</td>
<td>80.8%</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>84.2%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(104 utterances by 8 male speakers)

Based on this recognition performance, we evaluated the four strategies using the evaluation method described above. The expected dialogue cost calculated for each strategy is as follows:

Strategy 1:

\[
(2 + p_2 + p_4)W_i + (p_3 + p_4)W_s + (4.1 + p_1 + 2.7p_2 - 2p_3)W_c
\]

Strategy 2:

\[
(2 + p_4)W_i + (p_3 + p_4)W_s + (5.5 - 2p_3)W_c
\]

Strategy 3:

\[
(2 + p_1 + p_2 + p_4 + \alpha)W_i + (p_3 + p_4)W_s + (4 + 2p_1 + 2p_2 - 2p_3 + \alpha)W_c
\]

Strategy 4:

\[
(2 + p_1 + p_2)W_i + (p_1 + p_2 + p_3)W_s + (4 - 2p_3)W_c
\]
probabilities that the correct value does not occur within the 2nd - 10th hypotheses (accumulated over district and business names together).

Figure 6 shows \( k_i, k_s, k_c \) in Eq.(2) as a function of the error rate \( p_2 \) for each strategy, assuming that \( p_1 \) is in proportion to \( p_2 \). \( \tilde{p}_2 \) indicates the present system performance. These results demonstrate that the best strategy differs according to the performance of the recognition system and the importance of individual cost weight, \( W_i, W_s, \) and \( W_c \). For example, with the present system performance, if we want to reduce the \( W_i \)-related cost, we should choose Strategy 2; if we want to reduce the \( W_s \)-related cost, we should select Strategy 1, 2 or 3; if we want to reduce the \( W_c \)-related cost, we should pick Strategy 4; and if we want to reduce the cost on average, we should apply Strategy 1.

For Strategy 1, which is generally the best, the average number of instructions and questions together is 2.2, the average number of utterances is 1.1, and the average number of screen-touchings is 2.1.

\[
\text{Cost} = k_i W_i + k_s W_s + k_c W_c,
\]

\( #: \text{Strategy number} \)

\( \tilde{p}_2: \text{Present system performance} \)

From Fig. 6, it can also be observed that, if the system performance improves, Strategy 4 becomes the best choice.

\section{CONCLUSION}

This paper proposed a paradigm for designing multimodal dialogue systems. A variety of dialogue strategies were designed and evaluated based on an objective cost function which consists of three terms and has a set of actions and states as parameters. As an example, a system was built for retrieving particular information about different shops in the Tokyo Metropolitan area, such as their names, addresses and phone numbers. The system accepted as input a mixture of speech and screen touching, and presents the retrieved information on a screen display. The speech recognition part was modeled by the FSN consisting of keywords and fillers, both of which were implemented by the DAWG structure. Expected dialogue cost was calculated for each strategy, and the best strategy was selected according to the importance of the individual cost term and the recognition performance. The system and the approach investigated in this paper are applicable to general tasks using large-vocabulary spoken-dialogue systems.
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